Low-code

for Local Government
Change the way you deliver citizen centric services
as you improve productivity and reduce cost.
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Affordable digital

service delivery
Are you focused on putting your citizens and users at the heart
of your digital delivery?

Digital government transformation sounds
impressive. You take static, unwieldy ways
of working and delivering services and
effortlessly transform them into smart and
efficient digital applications. Simple right?

The expression, “lights on” capacity comes
to mind. With continuing austerity it is
essential to transform the way services for
citizens, businesses and departments are
managed and delivered.

On paper, perhaps. In practice, the ‘out with
the old, in with the new’ approach takes
patience and persistence. Trying to smooth
every bump in your council’s service
delivery could have your IT team backed up
for months!

BROKEN PROJECT DELIVERY

Leaders agree that digital transformation
is essential to delivering future public
services. But overcoming bottlenecks to
innovation with limited time, budget and
resources is a challenge.

“90% of councils confirmed in an iESE
survey that they needed to reinvent
their services”.

RUNNING “LIGHTS ON” CAPACITY
In many councils, both IT and business
functions are stuck between a rock and a
hard place. Forbes confirm that the majority
of budget and resources is dedicated
to maintaining legacy IT estates, and to
managing vital, back-office systems.

When something’s not working in your
council, or your citizen journey is broken,
your instinct is to change it, fast. And, if that
something is damaging the way services are
delivered – especially across complex cases
such as health and social care – you don’t
want to waste a minute.
That’s why, for most internal end-users, the
traditional software development process
can be very frustrating. Even when your
requirements make their way through a
bottleneck to a dev team, you go through
months of work. Communicating your
business requirements and waiting for the
build, testing and user acceptance all takes
time. And then, after the 12 months that
takes, the changes are often considered
obsolete by the time they’re fully delivered.
So the cycle begins all over again.
And your IT department need to know that
security, compliance and data protection
are effectively handled.

DECISION TIME – MAINTAIN
OR INNOVATE?
Do you A: Divert resources away from the
critical back-office systems and focus on
delivering the new applications the council
desperately needs?
Or B: let your digital transformation
journey get bogged down in the sand?

THE FASTEST WAY
Netcall’s digital platform for local
government lets you build unlimited digital
services. They work seamlessly together
and remove your department silos. When
digital skills are hard to find, it’s great to
know that industry experts Forrester agree
this tech uses up to 10 x less resource than
traditional development.

Your digital services can use all the features
which have already been built into the
platform including use GDS theming across
all devices. What’s more, it supports your
existing communication channels and the
ones you want to add.

TECH YOU CAN TRUST
• Cost saving 46% in year 1, processing
time 93% saving, with customer
satisfaction at 82% (LGSS)
• £200k savings delivered to Adur and
Worthing Councils annually
• Adur and Worthing gained Industry
recognition of their innovation with
awards from Socitm and Digital Leaders
for innovation in savings.

Our digital platform is based on Low-code
tech. It’s a cloud-based digital platform that
uses a drag and drop visual studio. It is fast
to learn and deploy. You rapidly build simple
to sophisticated digital applications and
services, without coding.
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Collaborate

business and IT
Create 100% solution fit for your council, today and in the future. Build to
specification or customise prebuilt business accelerators. Empower your
Business Analysts and IT to work together to deliver the exact customer
journey, user interfaces, processes, dashboards and reports you need.

ALIGNED TO YOUR NEEDS
Integrate easily with your legacy systems
to protect your investments. Manage IT
investment as you integrate with Finance,
HR, CRM and ERP systems such as SAP
and Salesforce. Design and create custom
code extensions with JavaScript Plugins to
quickly achieve specific results. Plan the
deployment that fits your needs best with
multiple hosting options including UK based
AWS facilities.

TRANSFORMING AT
SPEED AND SCALE
Achieve rapid, web-based deployment that
scales to any number of users, departments,
citizens, businesses and languages. Quickly
upskill your teams with our free two-day
training course and extend your delivery
capability using our professional services.
Transform your new process into a working
application in 5 weeks or less. Easily iterate
and improve as users give feedback or
situations or regulations change. Real-time
process dashboards help you remove any
bottlenecks.

You update the process and then see the
impact instantly.

CREATE SUPERIOR
USER EXPERIENCES
Integrate your communication channels
including voice for consistent service.
Adopt new technology to smooth journeys
and reduce inbound requests. Personalise
easy-to-use specific multilingual portals
for users and citizens saving them time and
effort. Effortlessly improve communication
on web, e-mail, SMS and mobile apps as
you automatically and proactively update
fulfilment parties and service requesters.

ACCESSIBILITY
AND MOBILE NEEDS
Meet WCAG 2.0 accessibility needs and
the GOV.UK Design System branding. Save
time as you design once, and the platform
automatically scales content to meet users’
needs on any device. Improve productivity
as you empower your workforce with
access through any device: desktop, tablet
and smartphone.
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A develop a digital lifesaving
communication tool in just
5 weeks.

“The speed of the development
process with the Low-code
digital platform has been
phenomenal.”
Matthew Leat
HMCG Staff Officer
Technical Infrastructure,
Maritime and Coastguard Agency

Re-developing local
government software
applications with a common,
Cloud hosted, digital platform.

“Digital is a critical enabler
of innovation.”
Paul Brewer
Direct of Digital and Resources
Adur and Worthing Councils
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Embrace user

centric design
Create services using agile and design thinking methods that will increase
digital service uptake and improve customer experience, all at a lower cost
and faster than traditional methods.

INTELLIGENTLY IMPROVE SERVICE
Use tailored case management logic for
detailed SLA transparency. Management
is informed and responsive to every aspect
of the business performance. Be instantly
aware with fully customisable reporting.
Live dashboards have powerful drill-down
reports and integrate with Google maps or
your GIS. Avoid service slips and misses.
Configure your workflows with escalations
and alerts. Your staff are informed and
can respond faster. Stay in control with
complete audit trails.

SECURITY, COMPLIANCE
AND DATA PROTECTION
HANDLED AUTOMATICALLY
Configure the platform to your
specific governance needs and provide
management peace of mind.
Support the Digital Standards for Local
Government so your applications are
sustainable, secure and digital by default.

Protect users and the organisation by using
the GDPR features to help you create
compliant solutions. Improve usability and
provide user reassurance with 2-Factor
authentication.

JOIN A COMMUNITY
Jumpstart your development when you
build and share free to use common
Local Government applications on our
Accelerator framework. Quickly achieve
results on new projects with the easy to
extend form library. Save the public purse.
Join our growing ecosystem of UK local
authorities, consultants, and transformation
partners. Benefit from British research
and development with a proven history of
investment and results within the UK public
sector.

“We built a groundbreaking app to reduce
GP workload with Social
Prescribing. Having the
ability to create new,
digitally-enabled services
proves our vision has been
justified.”
Paul Brewer
Director for Digital & Resources,
Adur and Worthing Councils

“This simple easy to use
Blue Badge process means
that customers get their
badges in 1/3 of the
time, processing time is
reduced by 83% and the
Council saved 46% in year
one. Online users have
increased 3x and there has
been a 40% reduction
in calls.
The Low-code platform
helps us do this, we
simplify, automate and
use great tools to get the
right process in place. It’s a
win-win for the customer
and useful savings for the
organisation.”
Kat Sexton
Digital Services Architect,
LGSS
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About Netcall
Netcall is a leading provider of end-to-end customer
engagement solutions. Our mission is to transform
the way our clients interact with their teams
and customers. We help them deliver a seamless
and exceptional customer experience across all
channels. Using our solutions they work smarter,
gain future flexibility and lower costs.
Netcall has two platforms; Netcall’s Liberty
Suite allows you to gain a 360° view of customer
information all on one unified platform. Our Lowcode platform takes Business Process Management
to the next level, allowing web, mobile and socially
connected applications to be built incredibly quickly,
without coding.

All of our solutions are secure, flexible and best-inclass. They’re easy to implement and simple to use.

Your trusted partner
• 700+ customers
• Over 20 years’ experience transforming
customer engagement
• We deliver specialist solutions for the public,
healthcare and private sectors
• We serve 70% of the NHS Acute Health Trusts
• We support over 300 contact centres

Or call us on 033 0333 6100
and say “Transforming Engagement”
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